Hotel Factory Lodge
Unique facilities for accommodation close to MAN Diesel &Turbo
Hotel Factory Lodge is situated in peaceful and
historic settings at Denmark’s first sugar
factory, built in 1874 in Holeby in the center of
Lolland and i walking distance to MAN Diesel &
Turbo.
Since the opening of our hotel in 2013 the
company MAN Diesel & Turbo have used our
hotel, so we have a lot of experience in taking
care of the customers from MAN, and take
great pride in providing a personalised service
– so your stay will be successfully.

At Factory Lodge we offer 12 modern double rooms with individual bathroom. Each room is equipped with
TV and free Wi Fi. At Factory Lodge, we also have breakfast facilities and a lounge with TV.
The stay includes a buffet for breakfast and coffee for free, and for between meals, there is allways fresh
bread, toppings and cold cuts availiable.
To make it as easy and convenient as possible we offer to take care of your dinner too, also if you have
some special needs and desires about this.
If there is any other requests as for example transport from the airport or renting bikes during your stay we
can arrange that. Just let us know and we will do what we can to fulfil your desires.

Take a look at our website:
www.factorylodge.com
The Hotel can also arrange the transport from the airport
or any other destination, fill out the booking formular or
sent us an email with your desires.
To order you just have to follow this link to get to the
bookingside made special for MAN customers.
http://factorylodge.com/man-reservations-and-contact

Information about Hotel Factory Lodge.
Take a walk with virtual view and see the Hotel from the inside CLICK HERE.

The Hotel was built in 2013 to MAN customers,
so it is created with special thoughts in making
at nice stay for those who has to go to MAN I
Holeby,
It is in walking distance to MAN and also to the
local grocery.
We can take care of your dinner every evening,
just order it in advance.
In the lounge there is always coffee, tee and
chocolate for free, fresh fruit and a little food in
the fridge also for free.

You can make your work or just relax and enjoy
life with you friends in the lounge or in the
breakfast room.
There is bikes for rent, or we can arrange that
you have your own bikes during your stay.
We are looking forward to see you.
Contact us with any question or just book at
http://factorylodge.com/man-reservationsand-contact

If any questions you are always welcome to contact us at this mail : info@factorylodge.com.
Yours sincerely
Hotel Manager Dorthe Gøbel
Hotel Factory Lodge, Fabriksvej 2, 4960 Holeby, Denmark, +45 4019078

